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The Hostile Audience Revisited
Frederick Schauer†

In my own newly famous city of Charlottesville, Virginia, as well as in Berkeley, Boston, Middlebury, and an in-
creasing number of other locations, individuals and groups engaging in constitutionally protected acts of speaking, 
parading, protesting, rallying, and demonstrating have become targets for often-large groups of often-disruptive 
counter-protesters.1 And although most of the contemporary events have involved neo-Nazi, Ku Klux Klan, and 
other white supremacist speakers who are met with opposition from audiences on the political left, it has not always 
been so. Indeed, what we now identify as the problem of the hostile audience2 has often involved more sympathetic 
speakers confronted by less sympathetic crowds.3 Yet though the issue is hardly of recent vintage, contemporary 
events have highlighted the importance of reviewing the relevant constitutional doctrine and thinking again and 
anew about how, if at all, government and law should respond to disruptive audiences.

The value of returning to the question of the hostile audience is heightened by the fact that existing legal doctrine 
on the question is, at best, murky. It is now widely believed that restricting the speaker on account of the actual or 
predicted hostile and potentially violent reaction of the audience gets our First Amendment priorities backwards.4 
But it is hardly clear that this belief was ever correct, and even if it were, it is even less clear that it is sufficient to 
deal with the constitutional and policy complexities of many of the contemporary encounters. The point of revisiting 
the problem of the hostile audience is therefore not so much to urge a change in existing understandings and legal 
doctrine as it is to emphasize how many open questions still remain, and how current events might bear on possible 
answers to these questions.

+ David and Mary Harrison Distinguished Professor of Law, University of Virginia. This paper was commissioned by and prepared 
for the Knight First Amendment Institute at Columbia University as part of its Emerging Threats series. I am grateful to the Knight 
Institute and David Pozen for the invitation, and to my colleagues Risa Goluboff, Rachel Harmon, Leslie Kendrick, and John Harri-
son for timely comments, valuable information, challenging perspectives, and the patience to endure far too many of my questions. 

1 Because many prominent recent events have involved groups protesting against what they perceive to be excess government, ram-
pant liberalism, and too little concern for white people, contemporary discourse describes those challenging these groups as “count-
er-protesters.” I will adhere to this usage, even while recognizing that because some speakers who attract audience hostility are not 
protesting anything, calling those who protest against them “counter-protesters” is often a misnomer.

2 The label “hostile audience” dates in the case law to Chief Justice Fred Vinson’s majority opinion in Feiner v. New York, 340 U.S. 315, 
320 (1951), but it appeared earlier in academic commentary. See Note, Freedom of Speech and Assembly: The Problem of the Hostile 
Audience, 49 Colum. L. Rev. 1118 (1949); see also Note, Constitutional Law—Free Speech and the Hostile Audience, 26 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 
489 (1951). 

3 See, e.g., Gregory v. City of Chicago, 394 U.S. 111 (1969) (civil rights demonstrators); Beckerman v. City of Tupelo, 664 F.2d 502 (5th 
Cir. 1981) (same); Wolin v. Port of N.Y. Auth., 392 F.2d 83 (2d Cir. 1968) (anti-war protesters); Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Movement, Inc. 
v. City of Chicago, 419 F. Supp. 667 (N.D. Ill. 1976) (civil rights parade).

4 See, e.g., Bible Believers v. Wayne County, Michigan, 805 F.3d 228, 248 (6th Cir. 2015); Vincent Blasi, Learned Hand and the Self-Gov-
ernment Theory of the First Amendment: Masses Publishing Co. v. Patten, 61 U. Colo. L. Rev. 1, 31-34 (1990); Dan T. Coenen, Freedom 
of Speech and the Criminal Law, 97 B.U. L. Rev. 1533, 1555-57 (2017); Geoffrey R. Stone, Content Regulation and the First Amend-
ment, 25 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 189, 237-39 (1983).
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I. The Forgotten Denouement of a Remembered Event

As has been extensively documented,5 in 1977 a group called the National Socialist Party of America, self-de-
scribed as Nazis and led by a man named Frank Collin, proposed to conduct a march in Skokie, Illinois. The 
neo-Nazi marchers chose Skokie as their venue because of its substantial Jewish population,6 a population that at 
the time contained an especially large number of Holocaust survivors. And in order to inflict the maximum amount 
of mental distress on Skokie’s residents, the marchers were planning to carry Nazi flags, display the Swastika, and 
wear Nazi uniforms, jackboots and all.

Despite the efforts of the Village of Skokie7 to prohibit the event, the Nazis’ First Amendment right to hold the march 
was upheld by both the Supreme Court of Illinois8 and the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.9 
And although the United States Supreme Court’s refusal to give the case full plenary consideration10 was technically 
not a decision on the merits of the controversy, the events were so broadly publicized that the Court’s refusal to hear 
the case with full briefing and argument was widely understood by the public, and presumably by the members of 
the Court as well, as firmly announcing that the Nazis’ right to march was by then clearly established in constitutional 
doctrine.11

Although the Nazis prevailed in several courts and thus won their right to march when, where, and how they had 
proposed, what is often forgotten is that the march never happened. The Nazis wrapped themselves in their legal 
victory but at no time actually exercised the right that they had won in court, at least in Skokie itself. They did hold 
similar but small events in Chicago on June 24 and July 9, 1978, both without benefit of permit, but the permit they 
were eventually granted to march in Skokie on June 25 went unused. 

5 Among the more extensive works are Donald Alexander Downs, Nazis in Skokie: Freedom, Community, and the First Amendment 
(1985); David Hamlin, The Nazi/Skokie Conflict: A Civil Liberties Battle (1981); Aryeh Neier, Defending My Enemy: American Nazis, the 
Skokie Case, and the Risks of Freedom (2d ed. 2012); Philippa Strum, When the Nazis Came to Skokie: Freedom for Speech We Hate 
(1999); and David Goldberger, Sources of Judicial Reluctance to Use Psychic Harms as a Basis for Suppressing Racist, Sexist and 
Ethnically Offensive Speech, 56 Brook. L. Rev. 1165 (1991).

6 A majority of the town’s population in 1977 was Jewish, although prior to World War II Skokie was heavily populated by Christians of 
German ancestry.

7 In the ensuing litigation, Skokie stressed its official designation as a “village,” presumably as a way of suggesting a small and close 
community, even though, with a population of over 60,000 and adjacent to Chicago, it is more accurately described as a large suburb. 
See Lee C. Bollinger, The Tolerant Society: Freedom of Speech and Extremist Speech in America 26 (1986).

8 Village of Skokie v. Nat’l Socialist Party of Am., 373 N.E.2d 21 (Ill. 1978).

9 Collin v. Smith, 578 F.2d 1197 (7th Cir. 1978).

10 Smith v. Collin, 439 U.S. 916 (1978) (denying certiorari); Nat’l Socialist Party of Am. v. Village of Skokie, 432 U.S. 43 (1977) (per cu-
riam) (staying injunction against march).

11 That conclusion follows from some combination of then-entrenched Supreme Court decisions in Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 
444 (1969) (protecting Ku Klux Klan speaker from prosecution for advocating racial violence); Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) 
(disallowing offense to unwilling viewers as a justification for restriction); Hague v. C.I.O., 307 U.S. 496 (1939) (recognizing the streets 
as public forums); and Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92 (1972) (announcing the presumption against content dis-
crimination).
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We remain unsure why. Perhaps the Nazis disbelieved Skokie’s representation that the town would make “every 
effort to protect the demonstrators . . . from responsive violence.”12 Perhaps they viewed their legal victory as more 
important than the march itself. Or perhaps the publicity surrounding the event made it seem more desirable to the 
Nazis to march in front of what they hoped would be a larger audience in Chicago. But whatever the reason, the 
Nazis never marched in Skokie.

Because the Skokie march never happened, we can only speculate about the answers to questions that may have 
arisen had it taken place. Some of those questions relate to law enforcement. Assuming that there would have 
been far more objectors than Nazis, and that at least some of those objectors would have been inclined to physi-
cally confront or assault the marchers, would the Skokie police department have attempted to prevent the physical 
encounters, and if so, how, with what size force, and with what degree of aggressiveness? And if Skokie’s police 
department, even assuming its best efforts, was not up to the task because of the sheer size of the hostile audience, 
would the Illinois State Police have stepped in? The Cook County Sheriff’s Office? The Illinois National Guard? 
Would Illinois state authorities have requested federal assistance to protect the exercise of a federal constitutional 
right? Even absent a request from the state, would federal forces have been deployed to secure compliance with a 
constitutional right and a judicial order, as when President Dwight Eisenhower sent troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, 
in 1957?13 These are factual and historical questions rather than normative or doctrinal ones, but they suggest a 
number of issues that are indeed normative or doctrinal, or both, about which the current doctrine provides few 
answers.

The overarching legal question that would have been presented had the Nazis marched in Skokie, and the question 
presented by so many of the contemporary events, is the question of the hostile audience. Assuming the existence 
of a group or of individuals otherwise constitutionally entitled to say what they want to say where they want to say 
it, how does the existence of an actually or potentially hostile audience change, if at all, the nature of the speakers’ 
rights or change, if at all, the obligation, if any, of official responsibility to protect the speakers and their speech?
 
II. The Doctrinal Foundation—Holes and All

One motivation for this paper, even apart from the way in which current events have highlighted the problem of the 
hostile audience, is that there is less settled law on the questions raised at the close of the previous section than 
we might have supposed. But what law there is dates to 1940 and the case of Cantwell v. Connecticut.14 Jesse 
Cantwell, like so many of the individuals who helped forge the modern First Amendment tradition, was a Jehovah’s 
 
12 Collin, 578 F.2d at 1203.

13 Eisenhower famously ordered federal soldiers to Little Rock to enforce U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal court desegregation 
rulings. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1 (1958); Tony Freyer, The Little Rock Crisis: A Constitutional Interpretation (1984). Conceptually, 
the situations may not be as different as the moral gulf between the Nazis and the fighters for desegregation in Little Rock might initially 
suggest. The Nazis could have been described as a group seeking to exercise a federal constitutional right that had been explicitly 
recognized in their case with a federal court injunction against various state officials, just as the basis for Eisenhower’s directive was the 
need to protect a federal judicial order against state officials set on resisting rather than obeying it. We do not know what, if anything, 
President Jimmy Carter or other federal officials would have done in Skokie had state and local officials either resisted the court’s order, 
or, more likely, obeyed it only grudgingly and with little expenditure of human and financial resources. But the parallels are intriguing.

14 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
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Witness.15 He, along with his brother and father, travelled to a street in New Haven, where he attempted to sell 
books and pamphlets in a neighborhood that was approximately 90 percent Catholic, in the process playing a pho-
nograph record vehemently attacking the Catholic Church. The content of the record angered several onlookers, 
some of whom testified that they “felt like hitting” Cantwell if he did not leave immediately. In fact he did leave when 
confronted, but Cantwell, his brother, and his father were nevertheless charged with “breach of the peace” under 
Connecticut law. The convictions of the brother and father were reversed by the Supreme Court of Connecticut,16 
but Jesse’s was upheld. On appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, however, Jesse’s conviction was found to be a vi-
olation of the First Amendment, with Justice Owen Roberts writing the unanimous opinion. The Court held out the 
possibility that a conviction might be sustained were a speaker to use profane words, indecent language, epithets, 
or personal abuse directed specifically at particular listeners or were a statute to have been aimed precisely at 
conduct such as Cantwell’s and to have incorporated a legislative finding that such conduct constituted a clear and 
present danger.17 But because Cantwell was prosecuted only under the general common law notion of breach of 
the peace, and because there had been no profane or indecent direct personal abuse, the Court concluded that 
Cantwell’s conviction could not stand.

Even though the Cantwell Court suggested that the reactions of listeners could justify punishing a speaker under 
certain circumstances, the opinion still says next to nothing about what a legislature would need to do in order to 
craft a constitutionally permissible statute. And because the audience in Cantwell consisted of only a few people 
to whom Cantwell had generally addressed his words and his recording, the decision in its entirety is at best a pre-
cursor to the hostile audience problem and appears to be more of an angered listener case than a hostile audience 
one.18 The first true hostile audience case was yet to come, and it arrived nine years after Cantwell in Terminiello v. 
Chicago,19 a decision worthy of more extended discussion. 

Arthur Terminiello, a suspended Catholic priest, was invited to Chicago from his Birmingham, Alabama, base to 
deliver a well-publicized and virulent anti-Communist and anti-Semitic speech, in which he referred to “atheistic, 
communistic . . . Zionistic Jews” as “slimy scum,” accused former Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau of 
plotting to cut off the limbs of German babies, charged Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt and the Supreme Court 
with being part of the same Jewish Communist conspiracy, and announced that the New Deal itself was among 
the prominent manifestations of this conspiracy. Terminiello’s audience in a rented hall consisted of somewhere 
between 800 and 1,000 people, most of them sympathetic but some hostile. Outside there were gathered another 

15 See, e.g., Niemotko v. Maryland, 340 U.S. 268 (1951) (invalidating standardless requirement to obtain permission before using public 
park for demonstration); Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946) (applying First Amendment to company-owned town); Schneider v. 
Irvington, 308 U.S. 147 (1939) (invalidating blanket prohibition on door-to-door religious and political canvassing).
 
16 State v. Cantwell, 8 A.2d 533 (Conn. 1939).

17 Cantwell, 310 U.S. at 309.

18 Although there was no clear precedent at the time Cantwell was decided on the impermissibility of allowing angered or offended 
listeners or viewers to justify restrictions on a speaker, subsequent cases made clear what seems only implicit in Cantwell. See, e.g., 
Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397 (1989) (flag desecration); Erznoznik v. City of Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205 (1975) (non-obscene nudity); 
Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) (offensive language).

19 337 U.S. 1 (1949).
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200 to 300 more people who had been turned away for reasons of space, an additional several hundred members 
of a picket line, and more than 1,000 other protesters, all of whom were being monitored by 70 police officers. The 
police presence turned out to be nowhere near sufficient to prevent the pushing, milling, fighting, and rioting that 
broke out both inside and outside the hall, and the disorder was marked by the throwing of stones, sticks, bricks, 
bottles, and other makeshift weapons. As a result of this tumult, Terminiello was arrested, tried, convicted for breach 
of the peace, and fined one hundred dollars. 

On appeal to the Supreme Court, Justice William Douglas wrote for a 5-4 majority. Relying heavily on Stromberg 
v. California,20 the Court reversed Terminiello’s conviction, largely because the ordinance under which Terminiello 
had been convicted made it an “offense merely to invite dispute or to bring about a condition of unrest.”21 Chief 
Justice Fred Vinson and Justice Felix Frankfurter dissented, but it was Justice Robert Jackson’s dissent, joined by 
Justice Harold Burton, that focused most closely both on what Terminiello had said and on the disorder that had 
ensued. On his reading of the events, Justice Jackson concluded that the existence of a “riot and . . . a speech that 
provoked a hostile mob and incited a friendly one”22 justified Terminiello’s conviction. Justice Jackson did not, how-
ever, draw much of a distinction between the hostile and the friendly mobs, and so did not distinguish Terminiello’s 
responsibility for the actions of the supporters he incited from his responsibility for the reactions of the opponents he 
angered. And, thus, although the question of the hostile audience was clearly on the table in Terminiello, the case 
still produced little guidance about the extent to which a speaker might be responsible not for what he urged others 
to do but instead for what his words might prompt others to do to him and his supporters.

The Terminiello scenario was repeated, albeit on a smaller scale, several years later in Feiner v. New York,23 note-
worthy in part for giving rise to the first actual judicial use of the term hostile audience.24 But again the facts made 
the conclusions to be drawn from the case less than crystal clear. Irving Feiner had given a speech in Syracuse 
criticizing President Harry Truman, the mayor of Syracuse, the American Legion, and others, but the chief import of 
his open-air address to a racially mixed crowd of 75 to 80 was “to arouse the Negro people against the whites.”25 
Believing the crowd to be on the verge of erupting into a number of racially charged fights, the police first requested 
and then demanded that Feiner stop talking, but he refused to do so and was accordingly arrested for disorderly 
conduct. His conviction was affirmed by the New York Court of Appeals and then by the U.S. Supreme Court, the 
latter, in an opinion written by Chief Justice Vinson, observing that “[i]t is one thing to say that the police cannot be 
used as an instrument for the suppression of unpopular views, and another to say that, when as here the speaker 
passes the bounds of argument or persuasion and undertakes incitement to riot, they are powerless to prevent a 
breach of the peace.”26 Justice Hugo Black dissented, as did Justice Douglas, joined by Justice Sherman Minton, 

20 283 U.S. 359 (1931).

21 Terminiello, 337 U.S. at 6.

22 Id. at 13 (Jackson, J., dissenting).

23 340 U.S. 315 (1951).

24 Id. at 320.

25 Id. at 317.
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all of them relying heavily on Cantwell and on their belief that the real problem was the presence of police who saw 
their job more as siding with the hostile portion of the audience than as protecting the speaker.

Feiner is commonly taken to represent the extreme case of allowing the hostile audience to exercise the so-called 
heckler’s veto,27 but a close reading of the opinion makes that conclusion not nearly so obvious. Was Feiner 
charged with provoking a hostile audience or with inciting a sympathetic one? Was his wrong in giving his speech or 
in disobeying the plausible orders of the police? Could he, as a lone speaker, have been physically removed rather 
than arrested?28 Should he have been?

Although Feiner is hazy in just these ways, the decisions that mark Feiner’s burial contain fewer uncertainties. In 
three different 1960s cases dealing with civil rights demonstrators confronted by unambiguously hostile audiences, 
the Supreme Court appears to have eviscerated Feiner of whatever authority it may have had. In Edwards v. South 
Carolina,29 an 8-1 Supreme Court reversed the breach of the peace conviction of 187 Black civil rights demonstra-
tors who were marching and singing in Columbia, South Carolina. The police, fearing impending violence by the 
hostile audience, threatened the demonstrators with arrest if they did not disperse, and the arrest, trial, and con-
viction of the demonstrators followed their refusal of the police demand. For Justice Potter Stewart, this case was 
“a far cry from the situation in Feiner”30 and seemed to him to involve “no more than that the opinions which [the 
demonstrators] were peaceably expressing were sufficiently opposed to the views of the majority of the community 
to attract a crowd and necessitate police protection.”31 Quoting Terminiello, Justice Stewart concluded that criminal 
convictions of the speakers would be permitted only if there was a “clear and present danger . . . that rises far above 
inconvenience, annoyance, or unrest.”32 

Facts similar to those in Edwards were presented in Cox v. Louisiana,33 where again the leader of a civil rights 
demonstration, the Reverend Elton Cox, was arrested for, among other things, disturbing the peace in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana. As a result of his arrest, Cox was sentenced to a cumulative one year and nine months in jail for 
leading a group of about 2,000 singing, cheering, and clapping demonstrators. In response to the city’s claim that 

26 Id. at 321.

27 See Harry Kalven, Jr., A Worthy Tradition: Freedom of Speech in America 89 (Jamie Kalven ed., 1988).

28 The law on the power of the police to move or remove people is largely to the effect that the greater includes the lesser, and thus that 
if the police may lawfully arrest someone then they may lawfully remove them without arrest. See Rachel Harmon, Lawful Orders and 
Police Use of Force (Sept. 29, 2017) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author). But the question, which the doctrine neither answers 
nor even addresses, is whether the First Amendment might require attempted removal prior to arrest, a requirement that does not exist 
outside the First Amendment context.

29 372 U.S. 229 (1963).

30 Id. at 236.

31 Id. at 237.

32 Id. (quoting Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 4-5 (1949)).

33 379 U.S. 536 (1965).
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action was taken against the demonstration because “violence was about to erupt,”34 Justice Arthur Goldberg again 
distinguished Feiner, pointing out that no actual violence had ensued, that the presence of local and state police 
appeared sufficient to prevent any violence, and that “constitutional rights may not be denied simply because of 
hostility to their assertion or exercise.”35 And thus by the time similar facts were once again presented in 1969 by a 
case involving a Chicago demonstration led by the comedian and civil rights activist Dick Gregory,36 Chief Justice 
Earl Warren was able to begin his majority opinion, an opinion that followed Edwards and Cox in all material re-
spects, with the observation: “This is a simple case.”37

Although some might suspect that the results in Edwards, Cox, and Gregory were heavily influenced by the Warren 
Court’s sympathy with the civil rights demonstrators and the causes they were espousing,38 that conclusion is be-
lied39 by subsequent developments, most directly the Supreme Court’s 1992 decision in Forsyth County, Georgia v. 
Nationalist Movement.40 Here the demonstrators were members of a white supremacist organization who proposed 
to conduct a demonstration in opposition to the federal holiday commemorating the birth of Martin Luther King Jr. 
But because the county sought to impose a fee under a county ordinance allowing the amount of the fee to vary 
with the expected costs of law enforcement for the particular demonstration, the demonstrators refused to pay the 
fee and instead challenged the constitutionality of the ordinance.

Much of Justice Harry Blackmun’s majority opinion dealt with the question whether a facial challenge was appropri-
ate, but the most important aspect of Forsyth County for present purposes is the Court’s conclusion that imposing 
a fee based on the expected costs of police protection and other security constituted impermissible content regu-
lation, given that the amount of security required would plainly vary with the content of the speech.41 And although 
Chief Justice William Rehnquist dissented, joined by Justices Byron White, Antonin Scalia, and Clarence Thomas, 

34 Id. at 550.

35 Id. at 551 (quoting Watson v. City of Memphis, 373 U.S. 526, 535 (1963)).

36 Gregory v. City of Chicago, 394 U.S. 111 (1969).

37 Id. at 111.

38 Cf. Harry Kalven, Jr., The Negro and the First Amendment (1965) (documenting the First Amendment decisions that arose in the 
context of 1960s civil rights issues).

39 The conclusion in the text is too quick. In fact, there are four possibilities. One is that a subsequent willingness to protect morally 
undesirable demonstrators even in the face of a hostile audience, as in Forsyth County, Georgia v. Nationalist Movement, 505 U.S. 123 
(1992), is indeed evidence that the results in Edwards, Cox, and Gregory had little or nothing to do with sympathy for the demonstrators 
and their cause. Second is that a change in the membership of the Court (only Justices William Brennan and Byron White sat for both 
Gregory and Forsyth County) makes any generalization across the relevant time period impossible. Third is that stare decisis really 
does matter for some issues at some times on the Supreme Court, making Cox, Edwards, and Gregory causally influential of the For-
syth County outcome. And fourth is that the identity of the demonstrators genuinely made a difference, given that the ordinance under 
attack in Forsyth County was enacted not in response to the kind of white supremacist parades at issue in the case itself, but against the 
background of some number of recent Black civil rights demonstrations in overwhelmingly white and undeniably hostile Forsyth County.

40 505 U.S. 123 (1992).
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the thrust of the dissent was that no such content-based fee had been imposed in this case, or even in previous 
demonstrations under the ordinance. And so although we do not know how the dissenters would have voted had 
such a fee been imposed here, it is at least plausible to speculate that in 1992 all nine members of the Supreme 
Court believed it a violation of the First Amendment to impose upon demonstrators the cost of police protection and 
related security to control a hostile audience whose hostility was in response to the content of an otherwise consti-
tutionally protected speech, protest, march, demonstration, parade, or rally.42

 
On the surface, it appears that we now have a considerable amount of law on the problem of the hostile audience, 
a body of doctrine going back at least to the 1930s and continuing through a collection of modern lower-court cases 
applying what seems to be Supreme Court doctrine through Forsyth County.43 But appearances can be deceiving. 
In important respects, the doctrine leaves substantial and increasingly salient questions unanswered. For example, 
almost all of the Supreme Court decisions described above rely heavily or at times exclusively on the vagueness 
of the relevant governing standards and thus on the consequent worry that such vagueness will allow excess 
official discretion, a discretion that would create an undue risk of impermissible content-based (and especially 
viewpoint-based) discrimination among different types of demonstrators.44 But a vagueness determination is often 
the path of least resistance, allowing courts to skirt the direct question of which kinds of non-vague restrictions are 
permissible and which are not.45 As a consequence, we know less than we might—here and elsewhere—about just 
what kinds of specific (non-vague) standards would be permissible or just how specific the standard must be to 
avoid invalidation on vagueness grounds.

Other “holes” in the existing doctrine are equally apparent. We know that law enforcement must take all reasonable 
steps before shutting down a speaker whose words have created a dangerous situation, but we know little about 

41 In a controversial line of “secondary effects” cases, the Supreme Court has held that secondary effects indirectly caused by the con-
tent of speech might be regulated without violating the prohibition on content regulation. Most of those cases have involved zoning and 
related restrictions on “adult” establishments, where the justification for the regulation was the effect on the neighborhood of such estab-
lishments in terms of crime, property values, viability of retail trade, and general quality of life. See City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, 
Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986). For subsequent applications, discussions, and criticism of the secondary effects idea, see City of Los Angeles 
v. Alameda Books, Inc., 535 U.S. 425 (2002); City of Erie v. Pap’s A.M., 529 U.S. 277 (2000); Barnes v. Glen Theatre, Inc., 501 U.S. 560 
(1991); Seana V. Shiffrin, Speech, Death, and Double Effect, 78 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1135 (2003); Philip J. Prygoski, The Supreme Court’s 
“Secondary Effects” Analysis in Free Speech Cases, 6 Cooley L. Rev. 1 (1989); and Geoffrey R. Stone, Content-Neutral Restrictions, 
54 U. Chi. L. Rev. 46 (1987). But if the secondary effects approach is not to be limited to restrictions on places of adult entertainment, 
the tension between that approach and Forsyth County, where an analogous secondary effect was deemed to be content-based, is 
inescapable. 
 
42 An important open question, however, is whether after Forsyth County a municipality may take into account equally content-based 
predictions of audience size in requiring speakers (in advance) to move to a different location or a different time, or in determining 
whether a permit application was timely.
 
43 See especially the extensive and recent analysis in Bible Believers v. Wayne County, Michigan, 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015). Also 
important are Christian Knights of Ku Klux Klan Invisible Empire, Inc. v. District of Columbia, 972 F.2d 365 (D.C. Cir. 1992); Glasson v. 
City of Louisville, 518 F.2d 899 (6th Cir. 1975); and Smith v. Ross, 482 F.2d 33 (6th Cir. 1973).
 
44 On the uses of vagueness doctrine to deal with often hostile law enforcement discretion during the era of civil rights protests and 
demonstrations, see Risa L. Goluboff, Vagrant Nation: Police Power, Constitutional Change, and the Making of the 1960s (2016).

45 See Alexander M. Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics 177-83 (1962); Melvyn R. Durchslag, 
The Inevitability (and Desirability?) of Avoidance: A Response to Dean Kloppenberg, 56 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 1043, 1046 (2006).
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what counts as reasonable; what degree of deployment a police department is required to use; and whether a local 
police department is required to call upon county law enforcement, state law enforcement, or state military (i.e., 
the National Guard) forces before taking action against the speaker. Relatedly, if law enforcement fails to protect 
the speaker, what state and federal remedies, if any, are available to the speaker against the relevant officials and 
agencies? What follows is an attempt to explore these and other questions now arising in the context of a growing 
number of increasingly hostile confrontations between speakers and those who would protest and demonstrate 
against them.
 
III. How Much Law Enforcement Is Enough?

As recent events make clear, the modern problem arising from demonstrations, rallies, and even individual inflam-
matory speakers is rarely that speakers will urge their listeners to take unlawful actions against third parties, as was 
the case in Brandenburg v. Ohio.46 Nor is it that listeners may be offended, disgusted, or shocked, as in Cohen v. 
California,47 although that is surely often the case. Rather, the problem, and especially the First Amendment prob-
lem, is that offended, shocked, disgusted, angry, or strongly disagreeing listeners (or viewers) will threaten or take 
violent action against the initial speakers and disorder will ensue, as occurred in the cases described above, and as 
probably would have occurred had the Nazis actually marched in Skokie in 1977. Often the accounts of such events 
are unclear and conflicting, so it is probably wise to include those events in which audience reactions eventually 
lead to violence and disorder,48 even as it is sometimes unclear exactly who, literally or figuratively, has thrown the 
first punch. Still, the basic idea is that a speaker’s words or images are sometimes viewed as highly controversial, 
offensive, or harmful by some portion of an audience, and genuine physical violence or the imminent threat of it 
ensues. 

One thing that is now settled, if anything is settled, and that the post-Feiner cases make reasonably clear, is that 
law enforcement may not initially or prematurely arrest the speaker. It also appears settled that the state may not 
prosecute on grounds of incitement the speakers whose speech has prompted the reactions. To do so would be to 
create what we now call the heckler’s veto, allowing those who would protest against a speech the right, in effect, to 
stop the speaker from speaking. And it is probably settled as well that even if getting the speaker to stop speaking 
would be genuinely necessary to prevent violence, punitive actions against the speaker may not take place until 
after the speaker has been given the opportunity to leave the venue on his or her own and, perhaps, absent the 
speaker’s willingness to depart, until after there has been an attempt at a non-punitive removal of the speaker.49

But again, although this much seems more or less clear, what is importantly not clear is just how much the author-
ities must do before taking some sort of action against the speaker or before bringing the entire event to a halt. 
In some past cases, as in the civil rights demonstration cases,50 the authorities have done little, often because of 

46 395 U.S. 444 (1969).

47 403 U.S. 15 (1971).

48 Sometimes the violence ensues when counter-protesters provoke—in the “fighting words” sense of provoke, see Gooding v. Wilson, 
405 U.S. 518 (1972); see also Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 415 U.S. 130 (1974); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U.S. 901 (1972)—vio-
lent retaliatory reactions from the protesters.

49 See supra note 29.
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greater police sympathy with the objectors than with the initial speaker. But even assuming good faith and the best 
intentions on the part of a municipality, how much must that municipality do? Must it deploy all or most of its police 
force, even if doing so would create other dangers to safety and security?51 Must it call on non-local authorities, such 
as county police, state police, or even the National Guard? 

These problems come to us now with real numbers and real dollars attached to them. The University of California at 
Berkeley estimates a cost in the vicinity of $2 million to provide law enforcement and related services for the actual 
or planned speeches by only three individuals—Ann Coulter, Ben Shapiro, and Milo Yiannopoulos.52 The city of 
Charlottesville spent $70,000 on the widely publicized Unite the Right rally on August 12, 2017, as well as $30,000 
for providing extra police and other services for a July 8 march by the Ku Klux Klan.53 It might once have been said 
that claims about the expense of providing protection for speakers likely to cause54 a violent confrontation with a 
hostile audience were prone to exaggeration by state and local officials eager to prevent the speech in the first 
place, but today such suspicions rest on a flimsier basis. Now, with the benefit of actual events and hard numbers, 
we can understand that officials who are worried about monetary costs, as well as about physical danger and psy-

50 See supra notes 30-38 and accompanying text.

51 Several days before the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville on August 12, 2017, the Charlottesville police requested the Albemarle 
County police (whose jurisdiction does not include the city of Charlottesville) and the University of Virginia police (whose jurisdiction 
does not extend beyond the University) to take all of the Charlottesville police’s 9-1-1 calls, because it knew that its security respon-
sibilities for the rally would preclude being able to take or respond to such calls. See Brian McKenzie, Police Prep for Two-Front Re-
sponse to Rally, Daily Progress (Aug. 10, 2017), http://www.dailyprogress.com/news/local/police-prep-for-two-front-response-for-rally/
article_6966afae-7e38-11e7-aca7-63c574abc7a9.html. The requested departments agreed, although of course they were not required 
to do so. If they had refused, the costs to general security occasioned by providing security to the Unite the Right demonstrators would 
have been even more obvious. And with the request having been granted, we might ask whether there was less county and university 
security because the county and university security forces had taken on additional responsibilities without additional staffing or funding.
 
52 Among numerous media reports with slightly varying numbers, see Jocelyn Gecker, The Cost of Free Speech Isn’t Cheap at UC 
Berkeley, AP News (Sept. 15, 2017), https://apnews.com/f2d6a139cd6b44d7a743932f2b913677; Chris Quintana, Berkeley’s Leader 
Saw Hints That “Free Speech Week” Was a Stunt. Here’s Why She Planned for It Anyway, Chron. Higher Educ. (Sept. 26, 2017), http://
www.chronicle.com/article/Berkeley-s-Leader-Saw-Hints/241299; and Elise Ulwelling, Ben Shapiro’s Visit Cost UC Berkeley an Esti-
mated $600k for Security, Daily Californian (Sept. 18, 2017), http://www.dailycal.org/2017/09/17/uc-berkeley-security-costs-ben-shapi-
ros-visit-estimated-600k.

53 See Andrew Blake, “Unite the Right” Rally Costs City $70K in Security: Charlottesville Police Dept., Wash. Times (Sept. 26, 2017), 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/sep/26/charlottesville-police-place-70k-price-tag-unite-r. In addition, the University of Vir-
ginia itself spent another $63,000 on law enforcement for the August 11 white supremacist rally, a rally coordinated with the Unite the 
Right rally a day later. Ruth Serven, UVa Spent $63,000 on Response to August Rallies, Daily Progress (Sept. 27, 2017), http://www.
dailyprogress.com/news/uva-spent-on-response-to-august-rallies/article_75a1cf38-a3ea-11e7-b66f-ab5b5925c684.html.

54 The attribution of causation here is tricky. In the language of American tort law, we can say that the August 12 march by the Unite the 
Right demonstrators was the “but-for” cause of the violent confrontation in Charlottesville, but the existence of so-called counter-protest-
ers was also a but-for cause, and so may have been the size and nature of the police presence. We know that attributions of causation 
under circumstances of multiple causation are often morally loaded, such that people may be hesitant to attribute the causation of un-
pleasant consequences to those whose actions they deem morally desirable, and prone to attribute causation for such consequences 
to those they are willing to condemn morally. See Mark D. Alicke, Culpable Causation, 63 J. Personality & Soc. Psych. 368 (1992); see 
also Bertram F. Malle et al., A Theory of Blame, 25 Psych. Inquiry 147 (2014). (On the relationship between moral attribution and other 
factors people use to attribute causation, see Barbara A. Spellman & Elizabeth A. Gilbert, Blame, Cause, and Counterfactuals: The In-
extricable Link, 25 Psych. Inquiry 245 (2014); and Barbara A. Spellman & Alexandra Kincannon, The Relation Between Counterfactual 
(“but for”) and Causal Reasoning: Experimental Findings and Implications for Jurors’ Decisions, 64 Law & Contemp. Probs. 241 (2001).) 
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chological distress, will be concerned that every dollar spent on protecting unpopular or even hateful speakers will 
be a dollar unavailable to seemingly—at least to them—more worthy purposes.

The question of “How much must the authorities do?” in such situations involves a complex intersection of financial, 
logistical, personnel, and jurisdictional considerations. In the typical hostile audience scenario, the size of the hostile 
audience is substantially greater than the size of the group of “primary” speakers.55 And often the size of the hostile 
audience dwarfs the size of the local police force. In such cases, local law enforcement appears to have a series of 
choices, and it will be useful to explore several alternatives.

One possibility, when faced with the prospect of a large and potentially violent counter-demonstration, is simply for 
local law enforcement to do the best it can with its existing resources and personnel. If violence breaks out during 
the event or is about to break out imminently, the police could then, but not earlier, use whatever local mechanisms 
are available—in Charlottesville it was the declaration of an “unlawful assembly”56—to bring the event to a halt and 
to restrict or apprehend those who do not obey lawful orders to disperse. Assuming that the police do not selectively 
single out the initial speaker (or speaking group) for apprehension or restriction, and assuming that any anticipatory 
halting of the event requires genuine immediate prospects of violence, there appears to be no First Amendment 
problem with such an approach. The police do, after all, break up fights all the time, and no one has even suggested 
that this creates a First Amendment problem, even if, as is so often the case, the fight was ignited by an exchange 
of what would be, in other contexts, constitutionally protected speech. 

For admirable reasons, however, law enforcement officials would generally prefer preventing fights to breaking 
them up, and here matters become more difficult. Assuming, realistically, that officials anticipate disorder prior to 
some event, and assuming, more and more realistically these days, that local law enforcement believes that it is 
unlikely, with existing personnel and resources, to be able to control the violence once it erupts, what should the 
officials do? What must they do? As we know from the cases described above, the government cannot, under exist-
ing First Amendment doctrine, simply sanction the speaker or refuse to grant a permit or otherwise refuse to allow 
the event to take place.57 And as we know from actual events, local law enforcement will typically request support 
from regional and state law enforcement, such requests being commonly granted if reasonable. But the costs of 
this extra-jurisdictional or cross-jurisdictional support are considerable, and at some point a city, county, or state will 
not have the available personnel or funds (however “available” is defined). When this point is reached, can a city 

And thus, although both the Charlottesville white supremacist protesters and the politically left counter-protesters were each the but-for 
causes of the events that ensued, the subsequent discourse tended to assign causal responsibility largely to the white supremacists, 
the constitutional (and not moral) status of their rally notwithstanding.

55 Again, the labels are tricky here. As mentioned above, see supra note 2, it is common to refer nowadays to the initial speakers as 
“protesters” because they are often protesting what they see as a government excessively sympathetic to the claims of racial and re-
ligious minorities, and then to refer to the audience as the “counter-protesters.” But there is no reason to think that the scenarios are 
necessarily so limited, and we can imagine events in which a hostile audience is challenging a speaker or group of speakers who are 
not protesting anything.

56 Code of Virginia, §§ 18.2-406, 18.2-407 (2014). On the intersection between these statutes and the First Amendment, see United 
Steelworkers of America v. Dalton, 544 F. Supp. 282 (E.D. Va. 1982).

57 Indeed, the previous version of the Virginia unlawful assembly statute had been invalidated for failure to incorporate a “clear and 
present danger” standard. Owens v. Commonwealth, 179 S.E.2d 477 (Va. 1971).
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then deny a permit or otherwise prohibit the event? And assuming that such decisions will eventually come before 
the courts, can a city, county, or state argue that providing more than some amount of law enforcement would take 
funds away from school lunches? From emergency medical services? From public housing? From low-income wel-
fare assistance? From providing services that themselves have a constitutional aspect, such as providing a certain 
quality of unpaid legal assistance for defendants in criminal cases or, in earlier times, providing police protection 
for Black children seeking to attend previously segregated schools? Now that we know the actual costs involved in 
places such as Berkeley and Charlottesville, we cannot avoid confronting the fact that protecting certain speakers 
exercising their First Amendment rights will come at a cost to other worthy municipal goals, including, at times, pro-
tecting or enforcing other constitutional rights.

These problems are exacerbated by the fact that more extreme speakers are likely to require more protection 
from hostile audiences. And thus, perhaps perversely, the more extreme a group’s views are, the greater will be its 
ability to call upon public resources for its protection, and the greater the amount of the resources it will require for 
its protection. And thus, even more ironically, it may turn out that difficult decisions of allocation of state and local 
resources are being made not by legislatures, and not by courts, but by those who are least representative of the 
public whose resources are being expended.

Alternatively, law enforcement might at some point simply say to prospective demonstrators that it can provide 
only so much protection and that any injuries caused by disruption beyond the ability of the police to control the 
audience will simply have to be borne by those who have suffered them. But although local police may on occasion 
stand back and let a small number of combatants in a bar fight simply fight it out, such an approach seems morally, 
politically, and perhaps constitutionally unacceptable both for bar fights and for larger events.58 And as long as that 
is so, then there is no avoiding the problem occasioned by the fact that providing security for the exercise of First 
Amendment rights will draw resources away from other uses.

Faced with this inevitability, the entity responsible for the additional costs might attempt to pass them on to others. 
The University of California or the University of Virginia could raise tuition, presumably following the lead of the 
car rental companies and the airlines with their fuel price fees, by calling the tuition increase a “First Amendment 
security fee” or something like that. But universities operate in competitive and price-elastic markets59 and, thus, 
attempting to pass costs on to students—or on to faculty by cutting salaries, for example, or on to a university’s ath-
letics fan base by raising ticket prices or reducing the number of football and basketball scholarships—will involve 
other sacrifices.60 So too with cities and towns, especially ones that seek to attract business by offering lower taxes 
or special tax breaks or rebates. Here again the incentives are almost all in the direction of municipalities attempting 

58 On the lack of a constitutional claim against public authorities who do not act against violence, see, albeit in a very different context, 
Deshaney v. Winnebago Cnty. Dep’t of Soc. Servs., 489 U.S. 189 (1989). For the argument that Deshaney and police inaction in the 
face of impending violence are conceptually similar, see David A. Strauss, Due Process, Government Inaction, and Private Wrongs, 
1989 Sup. Ct. Rev. 53.

59  Which may be less true for major car rental companies and major airlines, and thus as an empirical matter what in antitrust law is 
called “conscious parallelism” exists less often in the market for higher education.
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to reduce the costs of what the courts have said they must do in the name of the First Amendment, and as long as 
it remains generally constitutionally impermissible for federal courts to order state and local governments to raise 
taxes,61 the problem appears ever more intractable.62

These problems of allocation and prioritization are beyond easy solution, but they have arisen in analogous con-
texts. Most relevantly, the problem of constitutionally mandated and potentially unpopular allocation and realloca-
tion of scarce resources has been widely discussed in the context of judicially enforced social welfare rights.63 Such 
rights—to housing, education, welfare, and health care, for example—are not much part of the American constitu-
tional landscape, but they have a larger presence elsewhere. And thus when the Constitutional Court of South Africa 
mandated greater governmental expenditures on housing,64 it forced the South African Parliament to allocate scare 
resources among, say, housing, education, food, and health in a way other than that which might have been chosen 
by a judicially unconstrained Parliament. And when the same court required the government to provide anti-retro-
virals to those suffering from AIDS,65 it inevitably drew resources away from those suffering from other illnesses. 
This is not the place to replay the many debates already existing on the subject, but it is a reminder that the con-
stitutionalization of an interest will produce resource reallocations, and when constitutionalization is accompanied 
by judicial enforcement, the consequence, sometimes wise and sometimes not, is judicial determination of social 
resource allocations.66 Of course existing First Amendment doctrine itself involves judicially mandated reallocation 
of resources in the direction of speech protection, as compared to how most legislatures would allocate resources 
absent First Amendment constraints. But even if we take some considerable amount of American-style free speech 
protection as the baseline, it is worth noting the incremental resource allocation decisions that courts are making 

60 Moreover, such attempts to shift costs might, ironically, produce further demonstrations and counter-demonstrations. We know that 
Berkeley students are inclined toward public protest in the face of proposed tuition increases, and so an attempt to pass on the costs of 
demonstrations to them seems likely to do little more than encourage more demonstrations.

61 See Missouri v. Jenkins, 495 U.S. 33 (1990).

62 The alternatives discussed here all assume that under existing doctrine it is impermissible simply to deny a permit, or shut down an 
event in advance. But is there some degree of very high likelihood of violence that might justify simply prohibiting the event in advance? 
If not under current doctrine, is the current doctrine up to the tasks and expenses that recent events have exposed? And if ex ante 
prohibition is impermissible, can there be content-based advance special security requirements based on prior experiences (or public 
utterances) with the same or similar protesters and the same or similar counter-protesters?

63 See generally Katharine G. Young, Constituting Economic and Social Rights (2012).

64 Government of Republic of South Africa v. Grootboom, (2001) (1) SA 46 (CC). Perhaps recognizing the difficult allocational problems, 
the Constitutional Court refused to mandate minimum expenditures, requiring only that the governmental determinations of housing 
expenditures be reasonable.

65 Minister of Health v. Treatment Action Campaign, 2002 (5) SA 721 (CC).
 
66 The issue of judicial determination of governmental priorities among worthy goals is most obvious with respect to positive social 
welfare rights, but it exists as well with other rights. The clearest American examples come from those constitutional rights that actually 
require affirmative government expenditures, as with the right to counsel. See Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963). Such con-
cerns about resource allocation might conceivably have been behind subsequent decisions setting both the nature and the limitations 
of what the state is required to provide. Compare Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600 (1974) (no right to appointed counsel for discretionary 
appeals), with Mayer v. City of Chicago, 404 U.S. 189 (1971) (right to state-provided transcript). But even rights that do not seem so 
obviously to require expenditures—so-called negative rights such as the rights of freedom of speech and the press—are still indirectly 
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when they require substantial protections of speakers in the face of increasingly hostile audiences.

More precisely, therefore, the basic normative tension produced by the hostile audience scenario arises from the 
way in which requiring protection for those who would exercise their First Amendment rights requires a government 
to spend more than it would have spent had it possessed the ability simply to prohibit the speech—and requires the 
government either to secure additional resources for such protection or to reallocate resources toward protecting 
highly provocative speakers and away from other potentially worthy goals. Moreover, as noted above, the problem 
is not that this reallocation is at the direction of a less popularly responsive court.67 Rather, it is that under existing 
doctrine, such First-Amendment-driven reallocations of governmental resources turn out to be substantially in the 
control of the speaking groups themselves, and so the greater the provocation, the greater the reallocation. Provoc-
ative speakers have the ability to capitalize on this phenomenon by forcing the government to spend money for their 
protection, money that might otherwise be spent in ways the provocative speaker disfavors.

Part of the dilemma of the hostile audience, and part of the dilemma of the resource reallocation that dealing with 
a hostile audience occasions, is created by the reluctance of officials to impose very much in the way of serious 
penalties when actual violence breaks out at a rally or demonstration. The possible causes for this reluctance are 
multiple. Some might stem from a general unwillingness of law enforcement to employ arrest and prosecution as a 
remedy for street disturbances, regardless of their nature. Some might be attributable to law enforcement sympathy 
with counter-protesters and hostility to the speakers whose words and symbols have caused outrage in others. And 
some might arise from the difficulty in identifying actual perpetrators under circumstances in which angry words 
and then angry gestures and then physical contact appear to come from both sides. But whatever the cause, it is 
impossible to completely discount the possibility that the actual or impending violence that creates the need for an 
expensive law enforcement presence is related to the fact that for many members of a hostile audience the initia-
tion of physical contact, often by throwing various projectiles or wielding sticks and poles, seems to them to be a 
relatively risk-free act, legally if not physically. And thus, perhaps again ironically, a hostile audience may at times 
draw resources away from governmental goals of which members of the hostile audience might very well approve. 

IV. On the Responsibilities—Legal and Otherwise—of the Hostile Audience

Although actual physical violence has, tragically, ensued from rallies and demonstrations in Charlottesville and 
elsewhere, far more often a hostile audience manifests its hostility in non-physically-violent ways. Sometimes such 
tactics include impeding speakers’ access to the designated location for the demonstration, as happened in Char-
lottesville when a group of religious leaders locked arms to block the white supremacists from reaching the park 
where the rally was to occur.

costly, in the sense that they impose limits on what the state in its own unconstrained wisdom might decide to do as a matter of policy. 
See Frederick Schauer, The Annoying Constitution: Implications for the Allocation of Interpretive Authority, 58 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1689 
(2017); Frederick Schauer, Constitutionalism and Coercion, 54 B.C. L. Rev. 1881 (2013).

67 I have no desire to replay several generations of angst about the so-called counter-majoritarian difficulty, see, e.g., Barry E. Friedman, 
The Birth of an Academic Obsession: The History of the Counter-Majoritarian Difficulty, Part Five, 112 Yale L.J. 153 (2002), but it remains 
worthwhile to note that every non-majoritarian resource reallocation punctuates and increases the difficulties that trouble those who 
worry about the counter-majoritarian difficulty in the first place. 
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This type of obstruction raises few conceptual difficulties. Such blocking or obstructing is typically unlawful,68 and the 
reluctance to sanction the obstructers is often a combination of law enforcement sympathy for their cause and law 
enforcement fear of embarrassing publicity if the obstructers must be carried away or otherwise physically removed, 
a fear heightened in an age when everything is photographed by someone with a smartphone. But there is little 
doubt that blocking can be subject to sanctions of some variety, and we would scarcely hesitate before concluding 
that the police and the legal system may intervene to punish or restrict those who would keep people from getting 
to their home, their place of business, or the bus stop. There should be even less doubt about the impermissibility 
of the police responding to the blocking by sanctioning or moving the speakers who are being blocked. If speakers 
are prevented by others from getting to where they have a legal and constitutional right to be, the remedy cannot, 
at least in theory, be to tell the speakers that they must go elsewhere.

There remains an interesting question, however, as to what private remedies are available against those who would 
obstruct others in the exercise of their constitutional rights. If the obstruction is physical, presumably an injunction 
would be available, but the typical demonstration scenario involves little notice in advance and takes place in time 
periods shorter than the ability of formal legal processes to respond. There could still, however, be after-the-fact 
common law or statutory remedies that might, depending on the circumstances, undergird an action for false im-
prisonment, assault, creating a public nuisance, or possibly interference with advantageous relations, even though 
some or all of these, in most circumstances, might be somewhat of a stretch as a matter of tort law. Initially plausible 
might be some variety of civil rights action, given that blockers are preventing the exercise of a constitutional right. 
And we might think that the most likely civil rights action would be based on, ironically, Section 1985(3) of Title 42 
of the United States Code,69 which creates a private cause of action against those who would conspire to deprive 
others of their civil rights.70 But Section 1985(3) does not on its face apply to those who would deprive others of all 
or any of their civil rights, only to those who would conspire to deprive others of the “equal protection of the laws” 
or of their “equal privileges and immunities under the laws.” Although the latter phrase might be argued to apply, 
especially if we conveniently ignore the word “equal,” the far more likely textual conclusion, and one supported by 
the cases,71 is that neither Section 1985(3) nor any other federal statute makes it a crime, or creates a private cause 
of action, when private persons interfere with the free speech rights of others. 

The unavailability of a federal civil rights action does not mean that a state could not create such an action, or that 
a community could not enact an ordinance prohibiting such interference, or that a police officer could not issue a 
lawful order to counter-protesters to stop interfering, the violation of which would constitute the independent offense 

68 On obstructing lawful passage as a public nuisance, see, e.g., Cal. Civ. Code §3479 (West 2016); Conn. Gen. Stat. §53a-182a (2016). 
A useful discussion of the relevant common law can be found in Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of New York, Inc. v. Sagardia De 
Jesus, 634 F.3d 3, 15-16 (1st Cir. 2011).

69 42 U.S.C. § 1985(3) (2014). I say “ironically” because the statute was originally enacted in 1871 as the Ku Klux Klan Act, designed to 
provide a cause of action against the Klan, even though an action to interfere with the exercise of a constitutional right might, in 2017, 
be brought by the Klan.
 
70 See generally Steven F. Shatz, The Second Death of 42 U.S.C. Section 1985(3): The Use and Misuse of History in Statutory Inter-
pretation, 27 B.C. L. Rev. 911 (1986).
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of disobedience of a lawful order of a police officer. But although some number of universities have or are now cre-
ating rules forbidding students from interfering with speakers at public university events, there do not yet seem to 
exist parallel state or local laws explicitly prohibiting obstructing the exercise of free speech rights. At the present 
time, therefore, those who would wish for sanctions against interference must rely on controversial and expansive 
interpretations of existing criminal law or tort law. None of this is to say that enactment or use of such laws would 
necessarily be wise as a matter of policy. The risks of such laws may well outweigh their potential benefits, and 
their misuse might well overwhelm their apt uses. But even if such laws—at least on the state or national level, as 
opposed to, say, university regulations regulating members of the university community—are in the final analysis 
unwise, it is worth thinking carefully and critically about the consequences of not providing speakers with remedies, 
apart from those available under general criminal and tort law, against those who would interfere with the exercise 
of their constitutional rights. 

An even greater problem, however, even assuming the existence of some sort of rule prohibiting interference or 
disruption, concerns how we would define the interfering or disrupting behavior. Until now we have been consider-
ing only physical interference, where the application of various existing criminal, civil, and regulatory laws might be 
plausible, but what of the counter-protesters who bang on drums, engage in loud yelling, or create deafening noises 
with air horns? The use of such aural obstruction is these days as common as it is effective, but again a question 
arises about whether there is (or should be) a remedy for this kind of obstruction. Presumably a venue might im-
pose a content-neutral noise regulation, along the lines of the regulation upheld for the public streets in Kovacs v. 
Cooper,72 but such a regulation would be most plainly constitutional only if it restricted the original speakers as well 
as those who are trying to keep them from being heard. The more difficult question is whether a content-neutral 
restriction on those who would, with noise or signs or otherwise, interfere with the lawful speech of a speaker can 
be sustained against the claim that the objectors have no fewer free speech rights than does the original speaker. 
We worry about the so-called heckler’s veto, but the First Amendment, after all, presumably protects the hecklers 
as well as the hecklees.73 

Although it is plain that hecklers have free speech rights, specifying just what those rights are presents more difficult 
issues. If a protester has a free speech right to post signs, does a counter-protester have the free speech right to re-
move the signs or paint over them? If a protester has a right to speak, does a counter-protester have a free speech 
right to drown out the original speaker with horns or drums? In the clear cases of sign removal or plain drowning 
out, the argument that hecklers or counter-protesters have free speech rights to prevent a speaker’s (or writer’s) 
message from being heard or seen seems strained. As long as reasonable and content-neutral time, place, and 
manner restrictions are permissible, then some sort of first-come, first-served regulations would seem constitution-
ally permissible as well. But that which is constitutionally permissible may remain politically or morally problematic, 

71 See, e.g., United Bhd. of Carpenters & Joiners of Am., Local 610 v. Scott, 463 U.S. 825 (1983).

72 336 U.S. 77 (1949).

73 See Mark Tushnet, What the Constitution Says Berkeley Can Do when Controversial Speakers Come Knocking, Vox (Sept. 23, 
2017), https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/9/22/16346330/free-speech-week-first-amendment-constitution-bannon; see also Mark 
Tushnet, Free Speech on Campus, Balkinization (Sept. 24, 2017), https://balkin.blogspot.com/2017/09/free-speech-on-campus.html; 
Thomas Healy, Who’s Afraid of Free Speech?, Knight First Amend. Inst. (July 14, 2017), https://knightcolumbia.org/news/whos-afraid-
free-speech.
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and we might wonder whether privileging those who get there first, or apply for a permit first, will reward those who 
have the resources to be, figuratively and occasionally literally, first in line. As a constitutional matter, however, such 
objections seem less powerful than the argument for at least the reasonableness of regulations aimed at making the 
right to free speech meaningful and designed to restrict those who would make its exercise ineffective.74

Short of actual drowning out by sound or by obstruction or destruction of a written message, however, the question 
of how to deal with other forms of interference by hecklers or counter-protesters is more problematic. If there is a 
public concert on July 4 featuring the community band playing John Philip Sousa marches, may audience members 
bring their own instruments (or CD players) to play peace songs by Peter, Paul, and Mary at the same time and 
at the same volume? If the community orchestra is playing an overture from a Wagner opera, may members of 
an audience offended by Wagner’s anti-Semitic associations play annoying popular music—“The Little Drummer 
Boy,” for example—at the same time, even if at lower volume? And if we suppose that restricting such interference 
is permissible, can we distinguish these examples from someone playing “God Bless America” while a speaker 
is delivering an anti-war speech, or from someone who holds up the graphic homoerotic photographs of Robert 
Mapplethorpe during a public lecture about pretty much anything? In such cases, restriction of the counter-speaker 
seems often inappropriate and sometimes unconstitutional, but non-restriction may amount to the heckler’s veto in 
different clothing.

In dealing with such issues, much appears to depend on the nature of the forum, in the non-technical sense of that 
term. And thus restrictions on non-drowning-out interference that might be impermissible for public speeches might 
be permissible for public concerts, and sign restrictions that would be permissible for lectures in a lecture hall might 
not be permissible in a public park. But even when restrictions on disruption of or interference with speakers lawfully 
entitled to speak in a given venue are permissible, questions about what forms of behavior actually amount to inter-
ference will persist, although they may be questions of cognitive psychology more than questions of law. Consider, 
for example, the experiences of many of us when the person next to us at the theater, at a concert, or at the movies 
is loudly chewing gum. And what if, instead, those people were holding blocks of smelly Limburger cheese? Or 
pieces of dog poop? Or nibbling on the carcass of an uncooked dead bat? These increasingly disgusting examples 
are designed to suggest that interference need not come only from greater decibels produced by the audience, or 
from someone who literally obliterates someone else’s sign, but from a large number of other behaviors that some 
would consider only mildly annoying and easily ignored, but others would find as obstructing of their ability actually 
to hear and appreciate the speaker as the distractions caused by drums and loud horns. And the same is true of 
visual distractions: It is hard to imagine a pro-choice speaker75 not feeling interfered with were a large number of 
audience members to hold up signs portraying aborted fetuses.76

 
74 As I note in the Conclusion, this claim is soundest if we see a free speech regime as in some sense interactive, as most versions of the 
arguments based on searching for truth or engaging in democratic decision-making would maintain. But if the arguments for a distinct 
right to free speech are largely individualistic arguments based on self-expression, it is less clear that assuring an environment in which 
speakers can be understood is all that important. For those of us who are skeptical of the self-expression arguments, see Frederick 
Schauer, Free Speech: A Philosophical Enquiry (1982); Frederick Schauer, On the Distinction Between Speech and Action, 65 Emory L. 
Rev. 427 (2015); Frederick Schauer, Free Speech on Tuesdays, 24 Law & Phil. 119 (2015), the notion of a heckler’s right to drown out 
a speaker seems odd, but the self-expression or autonomy theorist might come to a different conclusion.
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The question of how much interference with free speech should be permitted is thus not only a question of physical 
interference, although such interferences appear to be the ones most amenable to legal remedies. It is also a ques-
tion of which forms of non-physical interference are likely to be more or less disruptive, which should be sanctioned 
in some way, which should be encouraged, and which should be discouraged. But to answer those questions we 
would need to confront directly the largest issues of just what it is that a free speech regime—legal and otherwise—
is designed to accomplish, a task that obviously transcends the hostile audience issues on which this paper has 
focused.

75 Indeed, many of these issues are implicated by the cases on abortion clinic protests, where the principal argument of the protesters 
is that they are engaging in controversial public speech in the public forum on question of major policy importance, with the counter-ar-
gument being that the protests, especially if graphic, create psychological impediments to the exercise of a constitutional right. See Hill 
v. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703 (2000); Schenck v. Pro-Choice Network of W. N.Y., 519 U.S. 357 (1997); Madsen v. Women’s Health Ctr., 
Inc., 512 U.S. 753 (1994).

76 There are also connections between the issues raised in this paragraph and the concerns about silencing that have been raised by 
the feminist anti-pornography movement. See Catharine A. MacKinnon, Only Words (1993); see also Rae Langton, Sexual Solipsism: 
Philosophical Essays on Pornography and Objectification (2009); Speech and Harm: Controversies over Free Speech (Ishani Maitra & 
Mary Kate McGowan eds., 2012). If the speech of one (or many) can effectively silence the speech of another by changing the meaning 
or the force of what another says, as I believe it can, is this to count as an interference for legal purposes? And if it is not to count as 
interference for purposes of legal remedies, is it nevertheless to count as interference for purposes of moral or political evaluation? We 
think, correctly, that picketers against a speaker whose picketing is outside the venue have First Amendment rights no less valuable than 
the First Amendment rights of the speaker, but we would be foolish to deny that such picketing may at times simply change the nature of 
the speaker’s speech. Just as Marcel Duchamp’s mustachioed Mona Lisa has made it impossible for me ever to see the real Mona Lisa 
without wondering where the mustache is, and just as “The Lone Ranger” has made it impossible for many people of my generation to 
appreciate without distraction Rossini’s “William Tell Overture,” so too can counter-protesters alter the nature of a speaker’s speech with-
out ever engaging in physical interference and thus without ever risking legal liability. But when counter-protesters should do so, when 
we should praise or castigate them for doing it, and whether such actions are inconsistent with the deeper purposes of our free speech 
regime are questions that go beyond and beneath the law, even as they may be more important than questions about the law. On all 
of this, albeit without specific application to the problem of the hostile or obstructing audience, see Frederick Schauer, The Ontology of 
Censorship, in Censorship and Silencing: Practices of Cultural Regulation 147 (Robert C. Post ed., 1998).

There is more that can and should be said about the law on interference with or disruption of demonstrations, such 
as it is, but as is so often the case, the behavior that takes place in the world is often more or less than what the law 
permits or requires. Although this paper began with the hard law of the First Amendment as that law has in the past 
applied and does now apply to the problem of the hostile audience, the analysis has exposed some larger issues 
about speaker and listener behavior beyond the law. Under all but the self-expression justifications for freedom 
of speech, and thus under the arguments from truth-finding and from democratic deliberation, among others, free 
speech is about a certain kind of environment in which we learn from each other, deliberate with each other, and 
engage in various forms of collective communicative activity. In important respects, the actively hostile audience 
challenges not only the speaker but also the particular free speech-inspired legal and social rules according to 
which the speaker is protected in the first place. But whether that challenge, in the age of the neo-Nazis, in the age 
of the resurgence of the Klan, and in the age of the rise of other white supremacist speakers, is fundamentally sound 
or fundamentally misguided is a question that can hardly be answered in the context of this more limited inquiry.

CONCLUSION


